Few-mode multicore fiber enabled integrated Mach-Zehnder interferometers for temperature and strain discrimination.
We proposed and experimentally demonstrated paralleled Mach-Zehnder interferometers (MZIs) in few-mode multicore fiber (FM-MCF) for temperature and strain discriminative sensing. A section of FM-MCF is sandwich-spliced between two single-mode multicore fiber (SM-MCF) with a rotational offset. The arbitrarily controlled angular misalignment generates intentional intermodal interferences in outer cores of the FM-MCF thus multiple MZI structures are implemented. Experimental results show that the temperature sensitivities are 105.8 pm/°C and 223.6 pm/°C for two outer cores, strain sensitivity is 13.96 pm/με for the outer core 1 and 11.7 pm/με for the outer core 2, respectively. Due to the low condition number of the cross coefficient matrix dependent on the temperature and strain response indexes, the temperature-strain cross sensitivity can be efficiently eliminated. In addition, the structure's fabrication process is simple, cost effective, and repeatable. The sensing structure can be applied to a wide range of measurements and is expected to develop potentials by building a higher dimensional matrix with more cores.